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Good Afternoon, I came across this site and I appreciate the information I have found here. It makes
sense to me. I have read many books, online sites, and various blogs/sites from mediums, aliens, Billy
Edward Albert Meir, angels, new age etc. One site leads to another…….I keep what makes sense and
let go of the rest……… It's not easy since everyone seems to feel they have the answer to "life". This
started out as a search to figure out why I am here….what am I suppose to do….who can I believe!
When mediums channel….who are they actually talking to? Past Souls? Aliens? That is my
confusion. Are there such entities as angels? I wonder……………….. Q
The asker of these questions peeked out from anonymity and so, I offer these Committee responses to
all.
1.
"….everyone seems to feel they have the answer to 'life'. "
C:
The ones who have found an answer for themselves, yes. Is life mathematics, where the
correct answer is the same, for the same problem? Yes it is and no, it is not. Does everyone have the
same problems, expressed with the same equation? We refer the many of you back to school, where
word problems in mathematics were introduced along the way, requiring the description to be
adapted to a mathematical equation, inserted into a calculation to determine an answer. If life were
able to be encapsulated into the steps of such process, there would not be life. The answer to
life is life; there is no calculation, process or formula to be followed to reach a destination…in
human life. Your destination is home, to where you shall all return after your journey. You cannot
become lost, stranded and permanently isolated. The idea of falling from a ship at sea, becoming lost
forever? Life does not operate this way, and never has. It might seem so, because you have left home
for a while. Do any humans carry photographs of their house, or any room inside it, with them as
they travel? A few however we will say, as you know, it is rare. As you travel on Earth, you likewise
leave pictures of home…at home. It does not stop existing because you are travelling. There is no
answer to life. There is life and what you will experience in it. The notion there exists an answer
implies few do have this "answer"; is that "correct"? Do most humans not have insight into life, and
not know what and where they are? If you feel an answer to life is required, then so you can find it. It
is inside you. Just calmly think, then do what seems interesting, what you can, within your abilities.
If the answers are not obvious, do not worry. You do not worry a road you haven’t yet traveled will
vanish abruptly, without warning. You have looked upon a map, you might turn on a navigation
device or you follow directions others provide. You trust the route will be there as you arrive. Trust
in your urge to do something interesting, for WE are your map, device and direction and will see to
it, the road you follow is never absent.
2.
This started out as a search to figure out why I am here….what am I supposed to do….who
can I believe?
C:
If you are confused about whom to believe, then you do not. It is that simple; if you compare
three or four or even just two messages and taken all together, all of them present no clear case for
you, that you do not know which might be certain, then discard them all. That which you should

believe will resonate automatically. Have you ever felt great passion and pleasure, where no formula,
study or concern were involved? The sensation you recall, this sensation is the wrapping around the
belief you can accept, when you feel automatic acceptance of what you hear or see or read. The
feeling that arrives will contain no doubt, no bit of uncertainty, it will resonate with ease and
confidence, with no sensation of effort, struggle or work. The assured confidence you feel in the
message and yourself, will tell you, this you can consider believing.
3.
When mediums channel….who are they actually talking to? Past Souls? Aliens? That is my
confusion.
C:
Mediums communicate with all types of beings energetically, including ones with the human
names of English you have just offered and also, many others. The human urge and desire to
organize the hierarchy of human societies upon Heaven is great evidence of your success on Earth;
you have traveled there to take vacation. Not vacation for pleasure, vacation for growth. The most
exciting vacation, often the one best enjoyed, is not the calm, laid back restful period. It is the shift in
routine, the change of pace and most of all, the new places and people and positions the journey
involves. The adventures and episodes of life that offer this, especially where unexpected, these are
recalled as the exciting and even fun parts of life.
Your travel to Earth and your journey as a member of humanity, across her surface, is to your
existence what a vacation or unexpected adventure is to human routine. So you set aside your home
and all things it has, as you are always told is ideal for the human vacation. You may telephone home
on vacation, if you feel need and urge. Mediums do this, as they mediate.
To aliens we say, extraterrestrial is a better word of Earth, for as you shall all soon see, you are not so
different from them, nor are they from you. There are many things already on Earth alien to you. You
can communicate with extraterrestrials, yes just as you do with other humans. It can be a challenge to
communicate with humans you know not, and this is the great challenge with extraterrestrial visitors.
They must come to Earth; humans do not yet have means to do so, in reverse. You will be very
surprised the many of you, at how you shall speak to a visitor who understands your words and your
thoughts and responds to both, whose thoughts returned you shall likewise understand, often better
than words can do.
4.
Are there such entities as angels?
C:
Yes, if you wish this name. We understand you mean guides who follow, observe, protect
and lead but never do for you that from which you gain benefit, as you do it yourself. All of you
have one who follows and accompanies all that you do, all of the time, and often many more along
for the ride, who help you and your guide, with you permanently. Ask them to appear for you, be
ready for what will seem like a real person who abruptly appears then vanishes, and often in a place
or moment when you need help. It need not be crisis or despair; your guides can and have appeared
to help you buy a ticket, to show you something or aim you as calmly and casually as any passerby
who appears on the street.
All Angels to whom you are known, hear everything you say and think in their direction, always and
without exception. Feel not frustrated you do not receive a spoken answer in the words of a human
voice; your Angel friends are not in a human body. You do not admire your beloved relative’s
gravestone, speaking to her or him with the expectation you will hear their voice again, do you? Yet
you know they hear you, for this you speak or simply offer your thoughts.
This is the case with your Angels and all souls who know you in your home of Heaven.
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These questions are a reflection of all of us wonderers
The fact we follow this site is proof of our belief what is written here is not bonkers
Patrick 09/10/2014 12:06am
Bonkers? LOL!
sarah 09/08/2014 10:47am
Amen to that.
Mark 09/08/2014 9:54pm
Kryon stated "Each pure messenger speaks the truth, but Humans are very different and wish to have it
delivered in slightly different ways. This is simply Human nature. One specific flavor of this message
wouldn't work for all humanity any more than your food does."
Express your desires and you will find that which resonates with you. You will continue to formulate new
desires based on expansion of self which is like everything else, infinite. So what's the hurry to learn from
everyone.
At this time I resonant strongly with the Committee and their translator and I look forward to their thoughts
on this subject.
Julie 09/09/2014 3:57pm
Beautiful, just beautiful! They are so wise and loving, reading their words gives me such a warm feeling :-)
Thank you Patrick!
Patrick 09/10/2014 12:08am
You're welcome, however the thanks go to The Committee.
Renie 09/09/2014 9:00pm
Hands down, this is the best post yet! I love every word of this!
Even though I have heard or read similar answers to these types of questions before, The Committee's
definitive explanations have taken away any doubts.
What a bountiful bonanza of goodies! I will be reading this many times over...thank you "asker of the
questions" and MUCH GRATITUDE to the Committee and to Patrick!

Patrick 09/10/2014 12:12am
My thanks also to the kind, generous "asker" for setting this into motion.
Chris 09/10/2014 9:05pm
I like the part about Guides appearing as a normal passerby and then vanishing...I feel like I would freak if
I saw a Guide appear out of thin air but I also think it's cool that they can appear as a random person that
just happens to be there at the right time. I wonder how many times that happens without us realizing...
Thanks Patrick/The Committee
Patrick 09/11/2014 5:27pm
More often than any of us might ever know; you're welcome.

Mark 09/10/2014 11:18pm
I formally ask out loud, so that everyone can hear, If I meet one of my Guides or Angels or Fairies or a
Teacher or ANYONE from the non physical here on this physical plane, PLEASE make sure we shake
hands. When we shake hands tickle my palm with your index finger so I'll know what's going on. I promise
I won't interrupt anything. I will just give you a wink in reply. Unless you want to chat it up or have an soda
or something. Come on, let's have some FUN.

Q
09/11/2014 3:41pm
Truly a wonderful insightful gift of knowledge! Thank you to the committee and Patrick!
BTW Mark, in my day if anyone tickled my palm while giving a handshake it meant a whole different thing!
;-)

